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Abstract—During the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic,
different exciting concepts around solutions, technical
components, smartphone applications, and novel wireless
services emerged, which were needed in order to adjust to the
new lifestyle standards. In this context, social distancing was
imposed to prevent or decrease further transmission of COVID19. In other words, research results have shown that slowing the
spread of COVID-19 is the most efficient way to save people's
lives and relieve the burden on health-care systems. This social
distancing can be tracked using cell phone movement/data. This
paper presents a new approach/algorithm for allocating and
optimizing/adapting the movement permits during/outside
curfew periods inside workplaces, buildings, companies and
institutions. This approach is an effective tool to reduce the
spread of COVID-19 by promoting health safety during the
pandemic, especially in places where social distancing can be
difficult. Consequently, this paper presents a technological
solution to automate the process of distributing movement
permits in workplaces. The research results showed that the
proposed strategy of social distancing inside buildings is effective
enough to flatten the curve. Furthermore, health authorities do
not have to mandate stay-at-home orders to slow the spread of
COVID-19. Consequently, this paper introduces a solution for
the resource sharing problem (resource allocation problem),
where multiple agents (people or robots) of a system move
reliably in their environment. The biggest concern of these agents
is to avoid collisions (infections). As a result, the experiments
performed in this paper showed the high performance of the
designed algorithm complying with COVID-19 social distancing
regulations.
Keywords—COVID-19 pandemic; social distancing; resource
allocation problem; movement permits

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, scientific research is announcing the opening of
the application period around the world for the institutional
funding initiative of strategic studies. Many universities or
organizations have new priorities and research topics so
proposals must align with the coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic topic. In all instances, strategic research was
approved by ministries for research and innovation, ministries
of high education, and organizations such as the World Health
Organization (WHO) [1]. Simultaneously, the future of
distance education and E-Learning became more interesting
and necessary during the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore,

digital technologies in health services, new techniques in
infectious diseases management, comprehensive approaches
for COVID-19 prevention, screening and management, and
state-of-the-art diagnostics of COVID-19 became critical
enablers for our society. All these topics represent current
challenges in population health. In this context, many brands,
organizations, and governments are trying to find digital
platforms such as special websites, mobile-friendly websites,
virtual reality, and smartphone applications to manage
particularly the new lifestyle standard of COVID-19 [2].
Another idea related to the concept of "flatten the curve"
[3] is the social distancing strategy. Social distancing also
called "physical distancing", can be tracked using cell phone
data or movement. This data is important to identify how many
times was a certain region, area, or intersection walked on.
In essence, this paper focuses on designing a control
algorithm for providing human agents inside workplaces with
planned movement permits. This will enable agents to move
safely in their shared environment during the COVID-19
pandemic. Accordingly, avoiding infections (collisions) and
reducing journey times are needed by implementing a social
distancing strategy.
This research paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides a survey of related work concerning social distancing
policies implemented in response to COVID-19. In Section 3,
the roles of software applications developed during COVID-19
are discussed. Section 4 raises the question: Are technology
solutions ready for life after COVID-19? After that the
objectives of the proposed approach/algorithm will be briefly
discussed in Section 5. Section 6 describes the scenario of this
paper, where agents trying to move in a shared environment
inside workplaces during COVID-19. Moreover, the new
approach will be presented in Section 7, containing trajectory
planning and the developed algorithm. Section 8 presents the
evaluation of the proposed algorithm using two metrics. After
that, Section 9 concludes this paper. Finally, the future work is
explicated in Section 10.
II. RELATED WORKS
As mentioned above, various projects and research topics
are dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic around the world. In
this section, it is concentrated on related works that focus on
implementing a social distancing policy due to the COVID-19
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pandemic. It is also worth mentioning here that some concepts,
algorithms, or policies related to social distancing are relevant
to this work. Another aspect that is of interest is the allocation
of movement permits during COVID-19, particularly in those
places where ensuring social distancing is difficult.
In honeybee systems, honeybees cannot practice any social
distancing. However, they work together in very close spaces
as a healthy community. Consequently, honeybees work
together to fight diseases, whereas humans can learn how they
can tackle the COVID-19 pandemic [4]. Furthermore, a
beehive gives humanity important insights during pandemics,
where all complex interactions are carried out in order to
preserve a healthy life of groups within the beehive [5].
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the concept of "flattening
the curve" became the most discussed and researched subject
by governments and researchers. It is a public health concept
reducing the spread of the COVID-19. Siobhan Roberts
presented an interesting article towards flattening the COVID19 curve. He showed that reducing the spread of the COVID19 infection is as necessary as halting it [6]. Although the best
goal would be to completely eradicate the pandemic, slowing it
down is also extremely critical for managing COVID-19. In
this context, the author presented some mitigation measures
towards the COVID-19 pandemic, e.g., social distancing to
keep the population apart in time and space, actual selfisolation and quarantine [6].
Another related work in this context was introduced by
Jackson Ryan in [7]. The author discussed the relation between
social distancing and the concept of "flatten the curve" during
the COVID-19 pandemic. He mentioned that many medical
experts recommended more stringent social distancing,
restricting/canceling mass gatherings, suspending business for
many companies in certain sectors, etc. This means that such
recommendations would help to impose social distancing
during an epidemic and consequently slowing the spread of
disease [7].
In this regard, several projects dealing with contact tracing
applications. In [8], a new survey of COVID-19 contact tracing
applications was conducted by Nadeem Ahmed et al. These
smartphone applications are used to trace all recent contacts of
people that were newly identified as positive infected with
COVID-19. The authors presented an overview of several
proposed smartphone tracing application examples.
Additionally, they mentioned some future research directions
for designing such applications towards improving tracing,
large adoption by individuals, and safety performance [8].
Based on those, centralized/ decentralized/hybrid approaches
(system architectures) used for developing tracing applications
of COVID-19 were discussed. Additionally, the survey
reported the pros and cons of each architecture, diverse attack
and protection models, different implementation complexity
and operating costs [8].
A more detailed discussion of such applications will be
given in the section "Software application roles and
responsibilities".

Regarding the implementation of social distancing policies
to prevent the COVID-19 pandemic, several approaches from
the literature were pointed out. Interesting work was analyzed
to study the benefits and also the costs in the case of enforcing
social distancing with the aim to flatten the curve of COVID19 [9]. Linda Thunström and others pointed out that using
social distancing, on one hand, will help save lives during the
pandemic. Moreover, on the other hand, social distancing leads
to very high costs for society as a result of decreased economic
activities. The authors used epidemiological and economic
forecasting to analyze the benefit-cost of controlling COVID19 [9].
Another related work in this context was introduced by
Arnab Ghorai and others [10]. The authors suggested a digital
solution that enforces a social distancing policy using the Deep
Learning technique. This technique detects any violation of the
imposed social distancing using a tolerated threshold (predefined limit on several participants). To achieve this
observation, a CCTV camera was installed so that a video
stream could be captured. Accordingly, detecting and tracking
the humans' motions are carried out by utilizing the PoseNet
model (a machine learning model) [10].
Furthermore, the University of Texas M. D. Anderson
Cancer Center presented an article dealing with the
implementation of social distancing policies [11]. The article
showed the relation between practicing social distancing and
sustained reduction in COVID-19 transmission. It is a
significant study that includes 50 US states and 134 nations,
where its result indicates that social distancing can be enforced
as an effective public health tool [11].
In addition to these studies, Per Nilsen and others introduce
a new framework for analyzing a social distancing policy
implementation in the context of the battle against the COVID19 [12]. This framework aims to merge knowledge from two
fields, where elements from implementation science and policy
research can be combined. Accordingly, the author suggested a
protocol for a comparative study of two countries, Sweden and
Denmark. The comparative study reveals similarities and
differences between both countries towards preventing the
spread of the COVID-19 [12].
Although there are many studies/works made in the
literature aiming to reduce the spread of COVID-19, a study of
developing a novel algorithm, which allocates movement
permits inside workplaces during/outside curfew period, does
not exist yet (it is at least extremely rare reported in the
literature).
Furthermore, most efforts introduced or suggested in the
literature are trying to help the practice of social distancing
towards "flattening the curve" during the COVID-19
pandemic. Such attempts will ultimately cost humanity and the
economy a lot, tragic human consequences and economic
uncertainties, which lead to disastrous results.
This work represents the first approach towards introducing
an algorithm by enabling individual human agents to move
safely inside workplaces avoiding infections according to
COVID-19 social distancing guidance.
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III. SOFTWARE APPLICATION ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
There is a wide variety of software applications, which are
developed to protect people during the COVID-19 pandemic,
to manage public health emergencies, or to reduce the number
of COVID-19 infections. One of the more interesting roles of
these applications was providing instant and live information
about the number of COVID-19 infections in a city or a
country. In this case, early detection of possible infections will
be insured directly after a user of this application shows
COVID-19 symptoms. Furthermore, some software
applications are trying to distribute movement permits to
people that request them during curfew in necessary cases.
Additionally, these applications update the permit requesters
status during the curfew period to warn them as soon as they
are closing to isolated or infectious areas. The more important
role of those applications could be played by reporting all
suspected cases of COVID-19 so that other people can receive
healthcare services timely.
An interesting example of such an application is
Tawakkalna App [13]. It is an official app issued by the Saudi
Data and Artificial Intelligence Authority (SDAIA) in
cooperation with the Saudi Ministry of Health. The goal of this
app is to prevent the spread of COVID-19. Tawakkalna App
makes it easy to issue movement permits during the curfew
period. Additionally, it can be utilized for various health care
purposes during the COVID-19 pandemic [13].
In this context, Corona-Warn is another aspect of the
intended applications. For example, the Corona-Warn-App in
Germany [14] is an app that traces infection chains of COVID19 in Germany. This application uses a decentralized approach
to warn users about exposure to COVID-19. The German
government asked SAP and Deutsche Telekom subsidiary TSystems to develop a Corona-Warn-App in May 2020. They
are trying to integrate further information into the application,
such as: the latest pandemic situation. The developers have
summarized the steps of how the application works. Firstly,
collect nearby identifiers using the Exposure Notification
System on smartphones, where it should be regularly scanned
for identifiers of other smartphones using Bluetooth, and
consequently the identifiers can be stored locally. Secondly,
communicate test results (optional) of users with symptoms.
The tested users utilize the QR code that they received during
their test to access their results themselves. Thirdly, distribute
list of keys of COVID-19 confirmed users. Users with positive
test results can voluntarily upload their last 14 days' temporary
keys to the server. Fourthly, check for exposure to COVID-19
confirmed users. In this meantime, the Exposure Notification
System will locally check if there is any matching between the
downloaded list of users' keys which were tested positive and
the locally collected Rolling Proximity Identifiers. If there is
any successful match (exposure), the app user will receive
immediately suitable support, if necessary [14].

IV. ARE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS READY FOR LIFE AFTER
CORONA?
Life after COVID-19 is new and not the same as before.
Therefore, technology solutions should be the premier provider
of services in society after COVID-19. In this context,
movement permits during the COVID-19 pandemic is one of
the more interesting solutions.
To understand the main goal, the next comparison is
performed between the public health strategy, flatten the curve,
and establishing a robust technical computer system.
Fig. 1 denotes how the public health strategy, called
"flatten the curve", is used to slow the spread of a pandemic.
The sharp curve shows the spread of a pandemic caused by a
disease, for example, the COVID-19 virus, if no intervention
(no proactive measures) strategies are provided through a
community. This means that infected cases would rise rapidly
if no interventions were made aiming to mitigate the spread. To
reduce the daily infections and consequently to flatten the
curve, some interventions (proactive measures, nonpharmaceutical) would be necessary, such as social distancing,
hand washing, isolation, etc. Therefore, with intervention, the
second curve (successfully flattened curve) becomes much
flatter in the scenario of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Fig. 2 shows the main idea of establishing a robust
technical system, which can tolerate faults, deviations, and
disturbances that could be occurred in the system. The
approach, in this figure, aims to make the system capable to
return to its normal state with minimal central proactive
measures (intervention) after disturbances, faults, or other
problems [17]. Additionally, it can operate under real-time
conditions, because a short response time is critical to the
success of such robust systems. Moreover, robust technical
systems should continue working effectively to fulfill their
major tasks in cases of disturbances. Fault or disturbance
tolerance plays an important role in avoiding system failures.
This approach considers three cases of the system operation:
firstly, operation without disturbance, secondly, operation with
disturbance without intervention, and finally, operation with a
disturbance with the intelligent intervention [17].
In this figure, the system performance is represented by
throughput, as an example. If no disturbances occur, the
performance of the system (throughput) should be equal to 1
(i.e., at its best). However, in the case of any disturbance
occurrence, the system performance would start to collapse
over time, if no corrective actions are taken in time. Otherwise,
the system performance will recover over time when any
disturbance occurs, only if intelligent and corrective
intervention is quick enough. In other words, the system
performance lasts longer despite disturbance occurrence [17].
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social distancing could be difficult. Such places can be inside
workplaces, buildings, companies, and institutions. The goal is
to optimize/adapt the movement permits in these places
during/outside the curfew period. Additionally, it represents a
strategy allowing the agents (people, robots) of the system to
move reliably in their environment. For this reason, public
health measures (precautionary measures) have to be enforced
so that the spread of COVID-19 can be prevented or at least be
reduced in workplaces. Furthermore, this paper proposes a
solution for the resource allocation problem, called the
resource sharing problem, where multiple agents (people,
robots) moving in a shared environment trying to avoid
collisions (infections).
VI. THE SCENARIO

Fig. 1. The Public Health Strategy "Flatten the Curve" [7] [15].

Fig. 2. Robust Technical System with Disturbance Occurrence [16].

Result of comparison
According to the previously introduced comparison of both
Fig. 1 and 2, this section summarizes the results of this
comparison as follows:
 The disturbance occurrence represents the start of the
pandemic.
 Systems continue working effectively and fulfilling
their major tasks would represent the peak of
hospitalizations.
 System failures represent the peak of a pandemic
spread.
 Intelligent intervention represents precautionary
measures, giving/adapting movement permits, imposing
social distancing, etc.
V. OBJECTIVES OF THE APPROACH
This section will briefly discuss the objectives of the
proposed approach/algorithm in this paper. It forms a
connection to utilize computer science algorithms/concepts to
adapt our life under the COVID-19 pandemic. A more detailed
discussion will be given in the "The Approach" section later.
In the context of this paper, a technology solution is
presented to practice social distancing in certain places, where

This section presents the application scenario proposed in
this paper, where agents (people, robots) move in a shared
environment inside workplaces during the pandemic period.
They are trying to cross and move around as fast as possible
using movement permits during/outside the curfew period.
Furthermore, this section describes the required technique,
which may include various capabilities. These capabilities are
necessary to ensure that all agents can move safely avoid
collisions (infections) in their workplaces.
Since many of the mitigation efforts of COVID-19 use
computer models, graphics and simulations, an application
scenario should be chosen so that it has a strong relationship
with social distancing. Consequently, the application scenario
introduced in this paper has a key role in giving/adapting
movement permits for agents (people, robots) crossing a shared
environment (resource allocation problem) inside buildings,
e.g., the workplaces as depicted in Fig. 3. For this reason, a
crossway control algorithm based on resource sharing is used.
Such scenarios assemble the required concerns, which will be
utilized to avoid collisions (infections) in workplaces.
In this scenario, a resource-sharing conflict arises. It is
called a resource sharing problem (resource allocation
problem). This problem should be resolved to prevent any
collision within the shared place. Therefore, the coordination of
agents is used later for the evaluation of the proposed scenario.
In this context, a route planning algorithm is responsible for
calculating the route with the shortest overall distance, if it
exists, where safety is not overlooked in the presence of
infections during the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, crowds
in workplaces can be avoided helping to reduce the spread of
COVID-19. In this regard, the proposed approach in this paper
can use trajectories, where every agent travels using its planned
trajectory. Additionally, adapting these trajectories according
to the degree of safety is needed. For the special application
domain, agents can be categorized into two classes: people
(human) and robots.
When agents represent people in the applied scenario, then
adapting trajectories (reallocation movement permits) is
important to avoid infections in workplaces. However, if
agents represent robots in other challenging scenarios, adapting
such trajectories (adjusting movement permits) is required to
avoid collisions in companies,workplaces or causing traffic
jams.
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Fig. 3. The Shared Environment.

Finally, nowadays software products are using security
cameras, which are based on AI to track social distancing. This
is essential to counter the overcrowded facilities so that
compliance with health guidelines, such as mask-wearing and
social distancing, can be ensured or enforced as long as
possible.
VII. THE APPROACH
The new approach presented in this paper is intended to
allocate and optimize/adapt all permits of agent's (people,
robots) movement during/outside curfew periods. These agents
are trying to move safely inside workplaces, buildings,
companies, and institutions. In this approach, safety measures
will be taken into consideration during the COVID-19
pandemic. This approach distinguishes between two different
kinds of agents.
In the first case, agents represent people so that this
approach reduces the spread of COVID-19, where policies for
promoting the health safety of workplaces during a pandemic
are needed. Therefore, preventing infections and avoiding
crowds in workplaces is one of the main keys to safety.
Furthermore, determining the most suitable social distancing
according to the actual conditions will be necessary.
Consequently, the next step is observing the maintaining of a
suitable social distancing range and readjusting it if needed.
In the second case, agents represent robots that are safely
moving in companies/workplaces aiming to avoid collisions.
Additionally, agents are trying as quickly as possible to reach
their target positions without any collision at all times.
In both cases, the general problem domain of this paper can
be represented as a resource allocation problem (resource
sharing problem) where several agents must travel from a
source to a destination in a shared environment. Therefore, any
proposed solution should be able to cope with this problem.
The introduced approach in this paper chooses coordination
mechanisms that can deal with the resource allocation problem.
The coordination of these agents can be achieved through
trajectory planning or path planning. Such planning should
consider all agents moving in the shared environment and also
the environment geometry in the configuration space-time (x,
y, t). That means, the environment can be seen as a shared
space over time.

According to the scenario presented in this paper, agents
(people or robots) are trying to move safely in their
environment to avoid collisions (infections). Additionally,
every agent should get a reservation representing its route in
the environment. This reservation can be configured as a
recommendation to agents. It consists of the coordinates (x, y,
t). This means that a reservation is a collision-free trajectory
that can be used to coordinate the system agents. The agent
should obey its planned reservations (trajectory), but this is not
always guaranteed. Especially, in dynamic environments
agents could have full autonomy and consequently, they have
their own decisions and actions. Therefore, agents, in such
cases, will not follow their recommended reservations.
Consequently, an observation of the shared space
(environment) is necessary to detect if agents obey the planned
reservations (movement permits). If there is any deviation, then
a reallocation process of resources should be initiated
immediately so that all movement permits can be re-evaluated
and consequently re-issued for all affected agents, if required.
A. Trajectory Planning
Nowadays, "safety measures", "keep a safe distance",
"please keep your distance", "keep safe social distance", "keep
physical distancing" are common signs everywhere. To achieve
that, this section introduces the collision-free trajectories,
which are required for all agents to move safely. These agents,
using their planned trajectories, have to satisfactorily fulfill
precautionary measures and health guidelines imposed by
governments and safety authorities.
Intuitively, there will not be any conflict if every agent gets
its trajectory uniquely. Therefore, a centralized control unit is
required to calculate unique trajectories. As mentioned above,
the trajectory planning in this paper is used as coordination
mechanisms so that resource sharing problems can be solved,
where agents move in a shared environment.
Firstly, all agents have local rules to move before they
entered the shared environment as depicted in Fig. 4. This
means, when people/robots leaving their rooms/base stations
/home bases in workplaces and approaching a shared area
(well-defined environment/crossroad/company yard), they do
not need any planned trajectories from the centralized control
unit. Otherwise, planned trajectories should be given for all
agents inside the shared environment. These trajectories
represent movement permits during/outside the curfew period.
Additionally, these trajectories can be recalculated aiming to
adapt/optimize the movement permits according to the actual
conditions and safety degree.
The centralized control unit (trajectories planner) can
simulate the agent's route through the shared environment. This
simulation must consider the latest reserved trajectories for
other agents using the configuration time-spaces, which is an
extension of the configuration space of robots by a time axis.
This should be done for every agent approaching the shared
environment. The trajectory planner used in this paper is
centralized so that it possesses a global view of all shareable
resources that leads in turn to allocate collision-free
trajectories.
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 The function ModifySocialDistancingSize (SDS) is
used when the current social distancing policy is
modified by the state or the city to force new
requirements or to give recommendations. This can be
possible by reopening after the COVID-19 lockdown
but under modified social distancing orders and
regulations.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Algorithm: Overview of "Movement Permits During Corona" Algorithm
Fig. 4. Local Rules Outside the Shared Environment.

Every calculated route (trajectory) can be represented and
planned as a vector (n-tuple) of points. Each point is modeled
as space-time entities (objects) so that the (xi, yi) coordinates
will be occupied at a time moment ti.
calculated route = {(x1,y1,t1), (x2,y2,t2),….., (xn,yn,tn)} with
1≤i≤n; i,n ϵ N
(1)
B. Algorithm
The algorithm serves as a basis to give an overview of how
the centralized control unit works. It reacts according to input
possibilities: request permission, agent class (people/robots),
social distancing size. After handling the input values, it plans
the most suitable routes (trajectories) as movement permits for
agents. Furthermore, it can send emergency instructions if
needed to send any warning signals to the participants in the
case of an emergency. Additionally, it will adapt/recalculate
these movement permits in two cases: firstly, if agents do not
obey the planned routes. Secondly, if the given social
distancing size was changed based on a new defined degree of
safety. Accordingly, the input and output of the proposed
algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Input: request permission, agent class (people/robots),
social distancing size.
Output: movement permits (giving/adapting), reservations,
calculated trajectories (new/adapt), emergency instructions.
In this algorithm, the Euclidean distance, which is a
straight-line from a given point to the goal point, is the
heuristics used to estimate the cost of reaching the goal point.
Using these heuristics will ensure finding the shortest path (if it
exists) and consequently planning optimal paths inside shared
environments. This distance can be determined using the
formula as described in the next equation:
min || (xs, ys) - (xg, yg) || ; (xs, ys): start point, (xg, yg): goal
point
(2)
Comparing to the algorithm described above, an adapted
algorithm, which can be used in this approach, can have the
following features:
 The function recalculateRoutesOfAffectedAgents() can
be used to recalculate trajectories if some agents violate
the planned routes. In this context, the presence of
modified policies of social distancing size (SDS) can be
taken into account.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AlgorithmMovementPermitsDuringCorona (startPoint,
goalPoint)
BEGIN
Input (RP,AC, SDS); // RP: request a permission,
AC: agent class, SDS: social distancing size.
Initialise (C, RSM, startPoint); //C: calculated
Route, RSM: Resource Sharing Map
CostSoFar (startPoint) = 0;
bestCalculatedRouteSoFar (startPoint) = startPoint;
updatedRSM = insertToRSM (startPoint), Cost
(startPoint) = 0;
while not isEmpty (updatedRSM) do
nextPoint =
returnNextPointFromRSM(updatedRSM);
if (nextPoint = goalPoint) then
return bestCalculatedRouteSoFar ();
end if
for all neighbours in RSM(nextPoint) do
=
calculateTheRestPartOfRoute(nextPoin
t,SDS); RPR
calculateTheCostOf(RPR);
bestCalculatedRouteSoFar
(neighbours) = nextPoint;
end for
end while
if (situation = emergency) then
findTheBeingWellpreparedForTheEmergency();
return bestEmergencyInstructions();
end if
Output(movement permits, emergency instructions).
END
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, an initial evaluation of the algorithm
proposed in this paper is presented. It uses the model of a
shared environment inside workplaces during the pandemic
period as depicted in Fig. 3. As mentioned above, in this paper,
agents (people or robots) move within a shared environment.
This application scenario served as a test bed for the evaluation
of the approach presented in this thesis.
Since the trajectories planning plays an important role in
the user application scenario to achieve high throughput
(performance), an evaluation of this algorithm is necessary
under different loads of agents. In this regard, we assume that
there won’t be any deviations from planned trajectories.
Furthermore, we assume that the social distancing size (SDS)
is equal to 1 cell in the modeled shared environment.
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In future work, on one hand, the handling of deviations
from planned routes should be studied and considered.
Moreover, on the other hand, modified social distancing size
(SDS) should be taken into account.
Additionally, two metrics were used for evaluating the
approach: throughput and mean waiting time. Firstly,
throughput presents the total number of agents that left the
shared area (environment) over time (#Agents/tick). Secondly,
mean waiting time presents the average time (iterations/ticks)
needed by agents to cross the shared environment.
All required experiments have been carried out based on a
MAS simulation using the "Repast" (Recursive Porous Agent
Simulation Toolkit) framework [18].
A. Evaluation Scenarios
To compare the system performance in different evaluation
scenarios, two simulation parameters were used for measuring
the system performance. Firstly, Amax presents the maximum
number of all agents in the whole system. Secondly, P rate is the
production rate of agents in the whole system (agent flow rate).
Modifying the values of Amax and Prate will be useful for
ensuring effective performance of the proposed approach in
different combinations of the simulation parameters.
Particularly, this effectiveness of system performance can be
guaranteed even in crowding, e.g. during rush hour for
employees arriving for their work; where it would be difficult
for them to get their work done at their company during the
pandemic.

explained by the fact that the shared environment was free
from agents at the simulation start. This in turn leads to the
system throughput per time unit, which is 0 during the
simulation interval between 0 and 115. However, shortly after
that, the system throughput per time unit (#Agents/tick) is
constantly increasing with the passage of simulation time. This
can be traced back to the system throughput per time unit as it
goes in fair proportion to the number of agents. However, there
is a single exception to this statement only in the extreme
case/crowding threshold (500 agents in all directions). In this
case, the system performance reaches only a value of around
9400 agents. That is because the maximum number of agents,
in this case, is greater than the capacity of the whole designed
environment. Consequently, it concludes that the system
throughput per time unit is increasing steadily within the
environment's capacity (resource consumption) with the
number of agents for all possible combinations of both
simulation parameters. It is worth reminding that one tick in
the used "Repast" simulator means one-time step.

Both defined metrics for performance evaluation were
measured in a simulation interval between 0 and 3000 ticks
(time steps). As depicted in Fig. 4, agents can flow in all
directions, and consequently, four directions should be taken
into account.
In this scenario, the shared environment is represented as a
10x10 grid cell, where every cell can be considered as a
reservation tile. For example, the throughput and the mean
waiting time (MWT) of the system were measured in the case
that the production rate of agents (Prate) in the whole system is
5 agents/tick. Furthermore, the measurement was repeated in
the cases that the maximum number of agents in all directions
(inside and outside the shared environment) is 40, 60, 80, 100,
120, and 500 agents. It is worth mentioning that the case of 500
agents in all directions can be seen as a crowding threshold (an
extreme case) in this scenario. Additionally, a series of
experiments were performed by changing the production rate
of agents (Prate) in the whole system: 10, 13, 18, 20 agents/tick.
B. Results
1) Throughput measurement: Fig. 5 displays the system
throughput per time unit (#Agents/tick) for the evaluation
scenario described above using some combinations of both
simulation parameters: Amax, Prate. As mentioned earlier,
The throughput was measured for a simulation interval
between 0 and 3000 ticks.
Fig. 5 shows that from the simulation time/iteration 115 (it
is an approximation and not an accurate simulation time)
agents start leaving the shared environment. This can be

Fig. 5. The System throughput Per Time unit (#Agents/Tick) for the
Evaluation Scenario for a Simulation Interval between 0 and 3000 Ticks
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2) Mean waiting time measurement (MWT): This metric
can be evaluated in many cases as the first metric, throughput,
mentioned above. However, it is noteworthy in this context
that the mean waiting time is calculated in an extreme case. In
this case, Amax= 1000 is the maximum number of all agents in
the whole system inside and outside the shared environment.
This case represents a crowding threshold, where the
maximum number of agents is in fact greater than the capacity
of the shared environment. Consequently, such measurement
will give an environmental protection to authority by
calculating the longest waiting time spent by agents crossing a
shared environment during the pandemic period.
In this context, several experiments have been carried out
aiming to study the mean waiting time in different values of
production rate (Prate) of agents. Therefore, the values of the
mean waiting time of all agents and their standard deviations
were calculated after the simulation end time in the extreme
case (Amax= 1000) as depicted in Table I.

Fig. 6. Total mean Waiting Time (Aggregated Latencies) by Amax=200,
Prate=8.

As a result, despite having big values of agents, the
designed system has low mean waiting times (Latencies) with
small standard deviations. That applies in different production
rates of agents, where the worst mean waiting time was Φ
4.290499947151464 ± 1.3562567367584307 in case of the
biggest Prate applied in simulation experiments of this paper.
Furthermore, this exploratory qualitative study also
measured total waiting times (aggregated latencies) and mean
waiting times (mean latencies) in normal cases (not only the
extreme case), e.g., by Amax=200, Prate=8 during the whole
simulation period.
Firstly, Fig. 6 shows the total waiting times (aggregated
latencies) in the case of Amax=200, Prate=8 during the whole
simulation. The experimenter here can see that the worst total
waiting times which agents experience is about 250 ticks as
depicted in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7. Aggregated mean Waiting Time (mean Latency) by Amax=200,
Prate=8.

Secondly, Fig. 7 shows the mean waiting times (mean
latencies) in the case of Amax=200, Prate=8 at any time during
the experiment simulation. The designer here will see that the
worst mean waiting time which can be measured is ca. 1.3 ticks
as depicted in Fig. 7.
Thirdly, Fig. 8 shows the maximum waiting times
(maximum latencies) in the case of Amax=200, Prate=8 during
the whole experiment. These measurements showed that the
biggest waiting time which can be experienced is 7 ticks as
depicted in Fig. 8.
TABLE I.
MEAN WAITING TIMES (LATENCIES) OF ALL AGENTS AND
THEIR STANDARD DEVIATIONS AFTER THE SIMULATION END TIME IN THE
EXTREME CASE
Amax

1000

Prate

mean waiting time
(Latency in ticks)

standard deviations

5

2.7831321540062435

0.9451051160462923

7

3.5283895921237694

1.4656030736537114

10

3.872145144076841

1.836589145239349

13

4.147975811584978

1.5825953904261338

15

4.290499947151464

1.3562567367584307

Fig. 8. Maximum Waiting Times (Maximum Latencies) by Amax=200,
Prate=8.

IX. CONCLUSION
The tightened measures against COVID-19 are supported
by a clear majority all over the world these days. This in turn
led many authorities in the world to restrict movement and
range of motion or even impose nationwide shutdowns. In this
case, lockdown also caused a shut down of social life during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, studies were initiated
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aiming to prevent the imposition of such lockdowns and
consequently to mitigate the bad economic impacts on society
and businesses. In this context, this paper presented a new
approach/algorithm as a technical solution towards achieving a
desired target safety margin despite COVID-19 disturbances.
This approach was trying to adapt the social distancing by
movement permits inside workplaces, institutions, companies,
and big buildings. On other hand, the paper proposed a
possibility for solving the problem called "resource sharing
problem" or "resource allocation problem". It supposes that the
designed system consists of many agents representing people
or robots aiming to reserve suitable resources of their shared
environment. The evaluation of the proposed algorithm that
manages all movement permits (resource allocations) showed
the high performance of this algorithm (high throughput values
and low waiting times or latencies). Additionally, all
experiments were based on various loads of agents to ensure
their safe and reliable operation.
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[11]

X. FUTURE WORK
Comparing to the algorithm evaluation described above, an
extension is necessary to incorporate detailed results and
expanded experiments. Especially, detecting and handling
possible deviations from routes planned from the algorithm
would be the first step in future work. Furthermore, taking into
account that social distancing size (SDS) can be modified due
to changed policies and procedures would be the second step in
the future work as well. After that, the paper extension will be
satisfactory evidence of compliance with the applicable
requirements of Corona-stipulated social distancing.
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